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riddles in which there are felt to be a plurality of possible answers and If
in which the object is creative resourcefulness in providing an answer.
Or they are riddles in which no answer is expected from the riddler.
The edification is implicit. The audience is left to ponder for itself the
mysterious connections between things which are established or im
plied. by the riddles. The riddles here constitute an ambiguous stimulusI
for creative and constructive responses. They are not instruments de
signed to provoke the detection and application of certain rules.

This kind of reasoning by the puzzle of analogy is a mode of
thought congenial to the older and more wholistic societies because it
is serviceable to members of these societies returning to "a sense of
the whole". of which they are a· part and in which they are ideally to
be incorporated. Such reasoning recurrently takes place in these so
cieties. Analysis into parts is not really so important in these societies
as is the periodic construction or reconstruction of the whole. The
whole is what is truly edifying, and its reconstruction is a purpose
which puzzlement can subtly serve.

Cosmogony by Puzzlement

I have seen this kind of reasoning in an African religious move

ment: Bwiti among the Fang of western equatorial Africa. This is~
movement that is providentially trying to return the membership to
the whole world in which the ancestors lived and from which the co
lonial situation has separated them. I became aware of that objective
because of a recurrent dictum used by one of the leaders of a main
branch of Bwiti, Ekang Engono of Kongouleu. He frequently said'~
world is onethi~estry to isolate men from each ~r
so they can eat them!" By what are called '1ikenesses" in Fang this
leader sought to knit the world together-to cosmogonize. I should
like to examine some of the ways by which this edification proceeds
by looking at what the people of Bwiti, the Banzi, call Engono's "mi
raculous words." Various devices are employed in his sermons, these
"subtle words."7 For example, though the sermons or evangiles ade
neither didactic nor expository- they s.eem spontaneous and free-as
sociative in the extreme-they can obtain a kind of integrity by "play
ing on roots." Thus, the root yen, "to see," is bound into different mor
phemes several different times in an evangile. For example, in a sermon
of only five minutes in length we find the root, yen, "to see," coming
up four different times bound into different words. The word play is,
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~
asicallY' b-.enA "nUtror; and~ Wbo. sees." Eyene

Do is the word for the~~r figure of this~ but he is also seen as
\A a mirror who reflects the actions of mankind and whose nature man

kind ought to reflect. One other key. term in this brief sermon plays
with the root: enyenge, a deep forest pool in which one sees one's re
flection. It is Bwiti belief that not only do men and women see their
own faces reflected in these pools, but the sky and the sky deities are

{Ialso reflected in them. There is in the congregation, in any case,~

~ectancy gratified by the reiteration of these root~. That reiteration
is one source of the sermon's integrity.

In order to get the flavor of these puzzling sermons, I will com
ment upon selected paragraphs from one of them. More than simply
providing for its own integrity by playing on roots and recurrent

. elemental images, these sermons are designed to suggest an integrity
in the religious world in which Bwiti seek to dwell:

1. This thing which I recount is no longer. Zame made us first
out upon the savannah. And it was he that pierced and prepared
our way through the giant adzap tree. And it was he that began
to make it possible to make things of the forest. For Fang are of the
forest.

2. Humankind shows four miracles. First he leaves the ground and
comes to the foot. And he leaves there and comes to the calf. Then
he leaves there' and comes to the knee. Then he leaves there and is
perched upon whence he came. On the shoulders he is put into the
balance for the first time.

3. One fans in vain the cadaver in this earth of our birth. The
first bird began to fly in the savannah. The night Cain slew Abel the
people built the village of Melen. And after that they never turned
back. What we Banzie call Elodi Tsenge, Fang call rainbow, and
Europeans call arc-en-ciel. It was raised over the people; Then they
passed through the adzap tree. Then they used the forest to con
struct things. That was the time of the Oban invasion from the
north, the Oban of Olu Menyege.

4. The land of humankind was fonned and it is a drop of blood.
And that drop grew big and round until the white of the egg was
complete and prepared, covering two egg sacks within: the white
sack and the black sack. That is the ball of birth and of the earth.

5. Now Fang say that "the star is suspended there high up
above." The fruit of the adzap tree is suspended up there high in
the adzap. What is found suspended there between these things?
Why, it is the raindrop. And that raindrop is the congregation-the
group of Banzie.
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6. The first food of mankind was the sugarcane, therefore the
child takes and presses in his mouth the sweet fruit of the breast. It
was Ndong Zame of legend who took up the wheedling" ways of
children. We are children of the rainbow because we are made of
clay.

11. Nyingwan Mebege she is the oil palm. Zame ye Mebege he
is the otunga tree. And he died and it is the same as the story of
the widow of the forest who conceived on the day her husband
died. And she conceived on the day her husband died. And she
gave birth in the spreading roots of the adzap tree. They were the
first stool. And the adzap we know dries up and dies when sorcer
ers climb into its branches. And we Fang began at the adzap but
we set out quickly from under the adzap tree. Then Zame sat upon
the stool and gave his child Eyene Zame. That stool is the otunga
and it· is also across. Adzap-mboga is the road of death. And the
first stool, the adzap, was the door to death.

17. The ligaments of the small green bird who cries like boiling
water they tie together the earth. Woman has the pierced adzap
tree below. Man holds the adzap tree up above. And thus is life tied
together. Zame makes life with two materials: the drumming stick is
the male. The drum is the female. "

As will be seen (the sermons themselves are not explained to the
congregation), the interpretation of these midnight sermons requires
reference to experiences otherwise acquired in Fang culture. As in a
riddle, the images of these sermons send us elsewhere to obtain our a 
swers. They are rich in images which must, however, be contextualized
by extension into various domains of Fang culture. The interpretive
task is, therefore, to move back and forth between text and context.
And while this must always be the case with any interpretation of a
text, there is here a much greater obligation to contextualize in order
to nnd meaning due to the lack of expository or didactic aids. There
is edincation-an emergent sense of a larger meaningful whole-~
ing fig ghHged to seek for meaning in the cultural con~ch puz
zling sermons, by condensing in one unitary presentation rriany diverse
domains of Fang cultural experience, suggest in that experience an
integrity, a relatedness, that Fang in recent years have been at risk of
losing. At the same time, by forcing contextualization on the auditor,
the cultural experience he is obliged to extend his interpretation to
and consult is revitalized. This relating of the parts and revitalizing of
the whole of a cultural context is cosmogony of an important kind.

These sermons are examples of what Vygotsky (1962) has called


